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1 The road so far… 

Presently, there are two streams of amendments to Div 7A being developed: 

▪ The ‘targeted amendments’ sourced from the Board of Taxation report of 2014; and 

▪ The codification of the application of Div 7A to unpaid present entitlements that was announced in 

the May 2018 Federal Budget. 

It has been a long road for these amendments. 

For nearly twelve years, practitioners thought they had a reasonable understanding of how Div 7A 

applied where a trust had an unpaid present entitlement (or UPE and also known as an unpaid 

beneficial entitlement or UBE) in favour of a beneficiary that was a company.  After all, first there was 

s109UB, then subdivision EA and, although from a taxpayer’s perspective those provisions’ 

consequences were undesirable, at least they provided a level of certainty. 

Then, at a presentation to the TIA on 10 February 2009, Deputy Commissioner Mark Konza publicly 

revealed what has come to be a fundamental change to the Commissioner’s administration of Div 7A 

and set out in Taxation Ruling TR 2010/3 (the ruling) and the revised version of Practice Statement 

PSLA 2010/4 (the practice statement) released in July 2011: that unpaid present entitlements in 

favour of companies could factually change so that they might become loans for the purposes of 

Div 7A. 

The ATO attempted to clarify this position in the NTLG meeting of March 2009.  The minutes of that 

meeting reveal the following: 

Deputy Commissioner, Mark Konza advised members that the intent of the speech referred to was to engage in a 

technical discussion with the members of the particular professional association.  The Tax Office had noticed a 

growing trend of a number of cases with large amounts of unpaid present entitlements and wanted to alert the 

membership of issues that can arise. 

Members were advised that the matters are fact dependent and need to be considered on a case-by-case basis.  

There may be instances where the unpaid present entitlements are in fact a loan.  Where there is no loan there is still 

a need to consider what is happening in the trust as section 100A might apply. 

After much uncertainty about this position, it is understood that a meeting was attended by 

representatives of the ATO and the professions in September 2009 at which the ATO was requested 

to clarify the circumstances in which it would be considered that a company’s UPE might evolve into 

being a loan for Div 7A purposes.  Draft Taxation Ruling TR 2009/D8 was issued as a result on 

16 December 2009.  Numerous submissions were lodged in response to the draft ruling and it 

proceeded to the Public Rulings Panel on 5 May 2010 where, in an unusual step, the ATO invited four 

representatives of the professional bodies to attend and make their submissions in person. 

Taxation Ruling TR 2010/3 was issued in final form on 2 June 2010 following its clearance by the 

Public Rulings Panel. 
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The essence of TR 2010/3 and its accompanying PS LA 2010/4 should by now be very familiar to 

most practitioners. Through those documents, UPEs in favour of companies needed to be put on 

repayment terms, the earliest of which ‘matured’ in 2018: 
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Originally, the ‘targeted amendments’ announced in the 2016 Federal Budget were to take effect from 

1 July 2018, so 2010 UPEs maturing in that 2018 year needed to be dealt with. To do so, the ATO 

released Practical Compliance Guideline 2017/13 to allow UPEs maturing in either the 2017 or 2018 

years to be ‘rolled’ onto 7-year s109N-compliant terms following this timeline: 
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However, since the start date of the various reforms was deferred to 1 July 2019 as announced in the 

May 2018 Federal Budget, PCG 2017/13 was quickly amended or extended to cover UPEs maturing 

in 2019.  It now includes the following timeline: 

 

As most practitioners would be aware, the Div 7A amendments we now face have been ‘on the road’ 

for a very long time! 

1.1 Div 7A amendment timeline 

The journey of the most recent Div 7A amendments has been along an extended itinerary over some 

ten years. 

Unfortunately, with a federal election due by May this year it is highly probable that Div 7A will not be 

high on politicians’ lists of priorities and we may well find the journey being delayed further. 
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Event Date 

ATO first publicly indicated that UPEs could become Div 7A loans February 2009 

Private consultation/discussion meeting with ATO and professions September 2009 

First public draft of UPE Taxation Ruling released December 2009 

Public Rulings Panel consideration of draft UPE TR May 2010 

TR 2010/3 issued in final June 2010 

PS LA 2010/4 issued June 2010 

PS LA 2010/4 updated and reissued June-July 2011 

BoT post implementation review commissioned May 2012 

BoT scope extended November 2013 

BoT draft discussion paper March 2014 

BoT final report to Government November 2014 

Budget announcement of “targeted amendments” drawn from BoT 

report 

May 2016 

2nd Budget announcement May 2017 

PCG 2017/13 released – Option 1 UPEs maturing in 2017 and 2018 

permitted to be put on 7-year s109N P&I terms 

July 2017 

Confidential consultation November 2017 

Budget announcement that Div 7A treatment of UPEs will be legislated 

and start date of ‘targeted amendments’ deferred from 1/7/18 to 1/7/19 

May 2018 

PCG 2017/13 updated to also cover Option 1 UPEs maturing in 2019 August 2018 

Treasury public consultation paper October 2018 

Consultations Oct-Nov 2018 

Intended start date 1 July 2019 
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2 October 2018 proposals 

In October 2018, Treasury released a consultation paper titled Targeted amendments to the Division 

7A integrity rules which not only proposed how the targeted amendments adopted from the Board of 

Tax’s 2014 report might work in practice, but also the codification of how Div 7A might apply to UPEs.  

The key proposals in that consultation paper are described below. 

2.1 Single 10-year loan model 

According to the consultation paper: 

The current 7 year and 25 year loan models will be replaced by a single loan model which has the following features: 

• A maximum term of 10 years. Consistent with current practices, the loan effectively begins at the end of the 

income year in which the advance is made. This is because the taxpayer is given until the lodgment day (the earlier of 

the actual date of lodgment or lodgment due date) of the private company’s income tax return to repay the loan or put 

it on complying loan terms. 

• The annual benchmark interest rate will be the Small business; Variable; Other; Overdraft   Indicator Lending 

rate most recently published by the Reserve Bank of Australia prior to the start of each income year. 

• There will be no requirement for a formal written loan agreement, however written or electronic evidence 

showing that the loan was entered into must exist by the lodgment day of the private company’s income tax return. 

This evidence must show: 

– the parties to the loan; 

– the agreement that the loan be made, including details of the date and evidence of its execution and binding 

nature on the parties to the agreement; and 

– the loan terms (the amount of the loan, the date the loan was drawn, the requirement to repay the loan amount, 

the term of the loan and the interest rate payable). 

Consistent with current ATO practice, as set out in Taxation Determination 2008/8, this evidence may be included in 

an exchange of letters, emails, fax, accounting records, etc. 

• The minimum yearly repayment amount consists of both principal and interest: 

– The principal component is a series of equal annual payments over the term of the loan. 

– The interest component is the interest calculated on the opening balance of the loan each year using the 

benchmark interest rate. 

• The minimum yearly repayment amount reduces the balance of the loan each income year. Where the 

minimum yearly repayment has not been made in full any shortfall will give rise to a deemed dividend for the year. 
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• Interest is calculated for the full income year, regardless of when the repayment is made during the year 

(except Year 1). If the loan is paid out early, that is before Year 10, interest will not be charged for the remaining years 

of the loan. 

• Repayments of the loan made after the end of the income year but before the lodgment day for the first income 

year are counted as a reduction of the amount owing even if they are made prior to the loan agreement being 

finalised. Interest for Year 1 is calculated for the full income year on the balance of the loan outstanding at lodgment 

day. 

Observant readers will notice that the proposed interest rate is the same as that applying to 10-year 

UPEs under Option 2 of PS LA 2010/4: 

Div 7A amount Rate for year 

ending 30 June 

2019 

S109N complying loan 5.2% 

Option 1 UPE (7 years) 5.2% 

Option 2 UPE (10 years) 8.3% 

The higher interest rate is clearly designed as a disincentive to use amounts borrowed on Div 7A 

terms for private (ie, non-tax-deductible) purposes. 

In contrast to the formula in s109E which is designed to produce equal repayments each year if the 

interest rate were to remain unchanged, the new design has equal principal repayments 

accompanied by interest payments calculated on the reducing balance. The proposed loan terms 

therefore produce higher repayments in the early years of a loan.  

The consultation paper includes this example to illustrate how a new complying loan is expected to 

work: 

Year 
Interest 
Rate* 

Opening 
Balance 

$ 

Interest 
Amount 

$ 

Principal 
Amount 

$ 

Minimum 
Repayment 

$ 

Closing 
Balance 

$ 

2020-21 8.50% 100,000 8,500 10,000 18,500 90,000 

2021-22 7.00% 90,000 6,300 10,000 16,300 80,000 

2022-23 6.50% 80,000 5,200 10,000 15,200 70,000 

2023-24 8.00% 70,000 5,600 10,000 15,600 60,000 

2024-25 9.00% 60,000 5,400 10,000 15,400 50,000 

2025-26 8.25% 50,000 4,125 10,000 14,125 40,000 

2026-27 7.90% 40,000 3,160 10,000 13,160 30,000 

2027-28 8.00% 30,000 2,400 10,000 12,400 20,000 

2028-29 9.20% 20,000 1,840 10,000 11,840 10,000 

2029-30 7.50% 10,000 750 10,000 10,750 0 

*Interest rates shown are for illustrative purposes only 
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Source: consultation paper page 6 

In an effort to simplify the calculations required, the consultation paper proposes that the annual 

interest be charged on the opening balance of the loan each financial year rather than the daily 

balance, minimum monthly balance, or anything else. 

The consultation paper also proposes that the interest be charged for the full year even if the loan is 

fully repaid part way through the year. This raises interesting questions of deductibility of the interest 

payments if the money that had been borrowed were no longer being used for any purpose (because 

it was no longer borrowed!), let alone for the purpose of gaining or producing assessable income. 

Submissions that have been made available publicly included recommendations such as including the 

‘business income election’ described in the Board of Tax’s 2014 report and introducing default loan 

terms; for example: 

Default loan terms 

In order to simplify compliance, we recommend that Treasury consider incorporating into Division 7A a mechanism 

whereby all loans and UPEs that are subject to the Division by default have complying 10-year terms applied to them. 

These terms could readily be set out in the legislation. We note that a similar arrangement is available under the 

Companies Act for the adoption of standard company constitution terms. Taxpayers could opt out of this default 

treatment if they wanted a shorter loan term.  

This proposal would remove the current need to document complying Division 7A loans (the vast majority of which all 

get put on the same terms anyway), thereby reducing the work involved in preparing loan agreements) or otherwise 

creating documents evidencing the terms of Division 7A loans.  

This is also consistent with the Board of Taxation’s recommendations.  

Source: The Tax Institute submission 

2.2 Post-2019 UPEs 

Implementing the 2018 Federal Budget announcement, the consultation paper says:1 

All UPEs that arise on, or after, 1 July 2019 will need to be either paid to the private company or put on complying 

loan terms under the new 10 year loan model prior to the private company’s lodgment day, otherwise they will be a 

deemed a dividend. 

What is not said is the effect that such an arrangement would have on other provisions in Div 7A; in 

particular, subdivisions EA and EB. One might well imagine that if the object of Div 7A is to capture 

amounts owed to corporate beneficiaries – and if this were addressed at the corporate beneficiary 

level by putting UPEs on complying terms – subdivisions EA and EB would become redundant. Of 

course, that redundancy would depend on now UPEs arising before 30 June 2019 were treated, 

including those which arose before 16 December 2009. 

                                                      

1 Page 9 
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2.3 Transitional rules 

Of most interest to practitioners are the proposed transitional rules which would apply to 

arrangements in place at as 30 June 2019. 

2.3.1 7-year loans 

It is proposed that existing complying loans (ie, 7-year P&I loans) will transition to the new loan model, 

including its higher interest rate and straight line principal repayment calculation, but retain their 

existing term: 

All complying 7 year loans in existence as at 30 June 2019 must comply with the new proposed loan model and new 

benchmark interest rate to remain complying loans, but will retain their existing outstanding term. 

For instance, a loan maturing 30 June 2021 will continue to mature on this date. This means that under the transitional 

rules, its remaining term will be 2 years. The outstanding loan balance would be repayable over 2 years, and interest 

would be charged using the new benchmark interest rate under the proposed model.2 

This is illustrated in the following example where the treatment under the existing repayment 

arrangements is compared to that proposed. 

 

As can be seen, an existing complying loan with a remaining balance of $1m and remaining term of 3 

years as at 30 June 2019 would continue to be repaid over 3 years. It should also be noted that the 

higher interest rate produces a higher annual interest costs and higher repayments required in the 

first years.  

Similar observations may be made about an existing 7-year loan that has 6 years remaining as at 30 

June 2019, as illustrated by the following example. 

                                                      

2 Pages 6-7 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

7 year 7 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 3 3

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$  

2020 Repayment required 368,586-        416,333-        

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000          

Closing balance 683,414        666,667        

2021 Repayment required 368,586-        388,667-        

Interest 5.2% 35,538          8.3% 55,333          

Closing balance 350,366        333,333        

2022 Repayment required 368,585-        361,000-        

Interest 5.2% 18,219          8.3% 27,667          

Closing balance -                -                
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Clearly, these higher repayment amounts will need to be managed if the proposed arrangements are 

implemented as currently drafted. 

2.3.2 25-year loans 

Existing 25-year complying loans will benefit from a 2-year grace period, except that the new and 

higher interest rate would apply. 

All complying 25 year loans in existence as at 30 June 2019 will be exempt from the majority of changes until 30 June 

2021. However, the interest rate payable for these loans during this period must equal or exceed the new benchmark 

interest rate. 

On 30 June 2021, the outstanding value of the loan will give rise to a deemed dividend unless a complying loan 

agreement is put in place prior to the lodgment day of the 2020-21 company tax return. The first repayment will be due 

in the 2021-22 income year.3 

Interestingly, such loans remaining as at 30 June 2021 will be deemed to be financial accommodation 

as at that date unless put on new complying 10-year terms. This means that existing 25-year loans 

will effectively be permitted to continue for a maximum of 12 years after 30 June 2019. 

Similarly to 7-year loans, 25-year loans will continue to have their repayments calculated using the 

existing formula for the first 2 years after 30 June 2019, but with the higher interest rate being applied. 

                                                      

3 Page 7 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

7 year 7 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 6 6

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$  

2020 Repayment required 198,279-        249,667-        

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000          

Closing balance 853,721        833,333        

2021 Repayment required 198,279-        235,833-        

Interest 5.2% 44,393          8.3% 69,167          

Closing balance 699,835        666,667        

2022 Repayment required 198,279-        222,000-        

Interest 5.2% 36,391          8.3% 55,333          

Closing balance 537,947        500,000        

2023 Repayment required 198,279-        208,167-        

Interest 5.2% 27,973          8.3% 41,500          

Closing balance 367,641        333,333        

2024 Repayment required 198,280-        194,333-        

Interest 5.2% 19,117          8.3% 27,667          

Closing balance 188,479        166,666        

2025 Repayment required 198,280-        180,500-        

Interest 5.2% 9,801            8.3% 13,833          

Closing balance -                1-                    
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The mechanism proposed for their conversion to the new loan model means that the balance as at 30 

June 2021 will be the new ‘principal’ amount which will need to be repaid in equal instalments. 

The following example compares the existing outcome with how an existing 25-year loan with 18 

years left to run (ie, 7 years already expired) would be treated under the new rules. 

 

Key observations: 

▪ Loan fully repaid by 30 June 2031 under the proposed arrangements 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 18 18

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 86,888-          108,933-        22,045-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 965,112        974,067        

2021 Repayment required 86,888-          108,933-        22,045-     

Interest 5.2% 50,186          8.3% 80,848           30,662     

Closing balance 928,410        945,982        

2022 Repayment required 86,888-          173,115-        * 86,227-     

Interest 5.2% 48,277          8.3% 78,517           30,239     

Closing balance 889,799        851,384        

2023 Repayment required 86,888-          165,263-        78,375-     

Interest 5.2% 46,270          8.3% 70,665           24,395     

Closing balance 849,180        756,786        

2024 Repayment required 86,888-          157,411-        70,523-     

Interest 5.2% 44,157          8.3% 62,813           18,656     

Closing balance 806,449        662,188        

2025 Repayment required 86,888-          149,560-        62,672-     

Interest 5.2% 41,935          8.3% 54,962           13,026     

Closing balance 761,496        567,590        

2026 Repayment required 86,888-          141,708-        54,820-     

Interest 5.2% 39,598          8.3% 47,110           7,512       

Closing balance 714,206        472,992        

2027 Repayment required 86,888-          133,857-        46,969-     

Interest 5.2% 37,139          8.3% 39,258           2,120       

Closing balance 664,457        378,394        

2028 Repayment required 86,888-          126,005-        39,117-     

Interest 5.2% 34,552          8.3% 31,407           3,145-       

Closing balance 612,121        283,796        

2029 Repayment required 86,888-          118,153-        31,265-     

Interest 5.2% 31,830          8.3% 23,555           8,275-       

Closing balance 557,063        189,198        

2030 Repayment required 86,888-          110,302-        23,414-     

Interest 5.2% 28,967          8.3% 15,703           13,264-     

Closing balance 499,142        94,600           

2031 Repayment required 86,888-          102,450-        15,562-     

Interest 5.2% 25,955          8.3% 7,852             18,104-     

Closing balance 438,209        2                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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▪ Equal repayments in 2020 and 2021 because of the use of the existing repayment formula. 

▪ Repayments increase markedly in FY22 because of the transition to the new loan repayment 

model with its equal principal repayments plus interest. 

Interestingly, a 25-year loan which only had 8 years remaining of its original term by 30 June 2019 

would be permitted to remain on foot for longer under the proposed arrangements. 

 

 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 8 8

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 155,975-        176,001-        20,026-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 896,025        906,999        

2021 Repayment required 155,975-        176,001-        20,026-     

Interest 5.2% 46,593          8.3% 75,281           28,688     

Closing balance 786,643        806,279        

2022 Repayment required 155,975-        147,549-        * 8,426       

Interest 5.2% 40,905          8.3% 66,921           26,016     

Closing balance 671,573        725,651        

2023 Repayment required 155,975-        140,857-        15,118     

Interest 5.2% 34,922          8.3% 60,229           25,307     

Closing balance 550,520        645,023        

2024 Repayment required 155,975-        134,165-        21,810     

Interest 5.2% 28,627          8.3% 53,537           24,910     

Closing balance 423,172        564,395        

2025 Repayment required 155,975-        127,473-        28,502     

Interest 5.2% 22,005          8.3% 46,845           24,840     

Closing balance 289,202        483,767        

2026 Repayment required 155,975-        120,781-        35,195     

Interest 5.2% 15,039          8.3% 40,153           25,114     

Closing balance 148,265        403,139        

2027 Repayment required 155,975-        114,088-        41,886     

Interest 5.2% 7,710            8.3% 33,461           25,751     

Closing balance -                322,511        

2028 Repayment required -                107,396-        107,396-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 26,768           26,768     

Closing balance -                241,883        

2029 Repayment required -                100,704-        100,704-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 20,076           20,076     

Closing balance -                161,255        

2030 Repayment required -                94,012-           94,012-     

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 13,384           13,384     

Closing balance -                80,627           

2031 Repayment required -                87,320-           87,320-     

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 6,692             6,692       

Closing balance -                1-                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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2.3.3 Pre-97 loans 

Although consistent with the Board of Taxation’s 2014 recommendation in relation to pre-97 loans, 

one of the more controversial proposals in the consultation paper is that such loans become subject 

to Div 7A repayments. 

The consultation paper says:4 

For outstanding pre-1997 loans (i.e. those loans which have not already been forgiven and continue to be reported in 

tax returns), the proposed transitional rule will provide an affected borrower with a two year grace period before the 

first repayment is due, with the loan to be repaid over the subsequent 10 years. 

Under the transitional rules, pre-1997 loans will be taken to be financial accommodation as at 30 June 2021. The 

taxpayer will have until the lodgment day of the 2020-21 company tax return to either pay out the amount of the loan 

or put in place a complying loan agreement, otherwise it will be treated as a dividend in the 2020-21 income year. The 

first repayment will be due in the 2021-22 income year. 

Key points to note from the above: 

▪ Two-year grace period 

▪ Deemed ‘financial accommodation’ at 30 June 2021 

▪ First repayment on new 10-year terms due by 30 June 2022 

▪ Non-compliance results in the pre-97 loan being treated as a deemed dividend in FY21. 

In essence, this means that pre-97 loans would need to be repaid by the end of 12 years after the 

new rules take effect. 

Treasury officials have been very open to submissions about how best to deal with pre-97 loans and 

‘ease the pain’ of the transition period. However, it is policy that they will be subjected to Div 7A 

repayment obligations. 

                                                      

4 Page 7 
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2.3.4 Summary – loan transitional rules 

 

2.3.5 Pre-09 UPEs 

Unpaid trust distributions (unpaid present entitlements or UPEs) arising before 16 December 2009 are 

dealt with in a one-line question on page 10 of the consultation paper: 

Should UPEs arising prior to 16 December 2009 be brought within Division 7A? 

Such a question sends a chill up the spine of many practitioners. 

And so it should, especially if they were afforded the same transitional treatment as pre-97 loans 

described above. 

2.3.6 2009-2019 UPEs 

According to the consultation paper:5 

All UPEs arising on, or after 16 December 2009 and on, or before, 30 June 2019, that have not already been put on 

complying loan terms or deemed to be a dividend, will need to be put on complying terms by 30 June 2020. The first 

repayment for such loans would be due in the 2019-20 income year. Any amounts outstanding that have not been put 

on complying loan terms by the end of the 2019-20 income year will result in a deemed dividend for the outstanding 

amount of the UPE. 

                                                      

5 Page 9 
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Key points to note from the above: 

▪ No two-year grace period 

▪ No deeming of ‘financial accommodation’ at any specific point in time (although there is the same 

effect as if there had been as at 30 June 2019) 

▪ First repayment on new 10-year terms due by 30 June 2020 

▪ Non-compliance results in the post-09 UPE being treated as a deemed dividend (presumably in 

FY20). 

2.3.7 Post-2019 UPEs 

Similarly to how UPEs currently need to be put on an interest-only ‘loan’ arrangement by the 

lodgement day for the relevant private company, UPEs arising under the new regime will need to be 

put on the new complying loan terms by that same lodgement day. 

All UPEs that arise on, or after, 1 July 2019 will need to be either paid to the private company or put on complying 

loan terms under the new 10 year loan model prior to the private company’s lodgment day, otherwise they will be a 

deemed a dividend. [sic]6 

 

The timing of that deemed dividend is not specified in the consultation paper. 

                                                      

6 Op cit 
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2.4 Distributable surplus 

As if the proposal to make pre-97 loans and subject to Div 7A repayment obligations was not 

controversial enough, the consultation paper also proposed the removal of the s 109Y distributable 

surplus rule. The paper says:7 

The concept of distributable surplus is a notion of profit which determines the total amount of dividends a private 

company can be taken to have paid under Division 7A. The amount of a deemed dividend under Division 7A is 

currently limited by the distributable surplus of the private company that provided the benefit. 

Capping the amount of the deemed dividend is considered contrary to the efficient operation of the Division 7A 

integrity rule. That is, if a certain amount is ‘distributed’ to the shareholder, then tax should be paid on the entire 

amount, and it should not be arbitrarily limited. 

The amendments will remove the concept of distributable surplus. This will ensure the integrity of Division 7A so that 

dividends can be deemed for the entire value of the benefit that was extracted from the private company. This will also 

align the treatment of dividends with section 254T of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) which allows dividends to be 

paid out of both profits and capital. 

In the course of preparing this paper, my research of publicly available submissions on the 

consultation paper failed to reveal any organisation which considered the removal of the s 109Y 

distributable surplus limit to be a good idea. For example, the submission by The Tax Institute says: 

By removing the concept of distributable surplus, Division 7A arguably becomes broader in its application than 

originally intended.  

The Consultation Paper says that the limitation of the amount of deemed dividend will be removed. Removing the 

distributable surplus means that loans not funded from company profits (eg, from share capital or loans) can be 

treated as unfranked dividends. This can result in double or triple taxation, especially where franking credits are 

denied.  

Further, removing the concept of distributable surplus will lead to anomalous results in circumstances where a 

taxpayer is taxed on a loan made from:   

• money previously subject to the progressive marginal rates of tax. For example, a loan made by a private company 

from share capital or debt capital advanced by an individual taxpayer from ‘owned’ funds; or   

• money borrowed from arm’s length parties. For example, a loan made by a private company from debt capital 

borrowed from an ADI. Group finance companies for private groups will often be in this situation.  

In our opinion, imposing double taxation (which may occur in the situations above) should be avoided except in 

extreme circumstances. 

                                                      

7 Page 8 
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2.5 Self-correction mechanism 

One of the more taxpayer-friendly proposals in the consultation paper is that a self-correction 

mechanism be introduced as recommended in the Board of Taxation’s report. 

Practitioners may well remember fondly the temporary administrative arrangements that were 

available in 2007. But they should not necessarily be so fond of the new proposal. 

The consultation paper8 proposes eligibility criteria in the following terms: 

To qualify for self-correction, the taxpayer will need to meet eligibility criteria in relation to the benefit that gave rise to 

the breach. The eligibility criteria will require that: 

* on the basis of objective factors, the breach of Division 7A was an inadvertent breach; 

* appropriate steps have been taken as soon as practicable (and no later than six months after identifying the error 

unless the Commissioner allows more time) to ensure that affected parties are placed in the position they would have 

been in had they complied with their obligations; and 

* the taxpayer has taken, or is taking, reasonable steps to identify and address any other breaches of Division 7A. 

Where these criteria are satisfied, taxpayers would be required to: 

▪ Convert the offending loan or payment into a complying loan applying the same terms as if that 

loan had been in place from the start; 

▪ Make catch-up payments of principal and interest (the interest so calculated needs to be 

compounded from the dates it would or should have been paid); 

▪ Declare all the interest in the company’s tax return for the year in which the catch-up payment is 

made; and 

▪ Take “appropriate action considered reasonable by the Commissioner based on the taxpayer’s 

circumstances.” 

Unresolved questions arising from the proposed self-correction mechanism include: 

▪ What would the ‘objective factors’ be? 

▪ Given the uncertainty inherent in the application of so-called objective factors (consider, for 

example, Part IVA), to what extent would the proposed self-correction mechanism contribute to 

uncertainty and the potential for disputes? 

▪ Would the self-correction mechanism apply to breaches occurring before its introduction if the 

corrective action were taken afterwards? 

▪ What ‘appropriate action’ might be recommended by the Commissioner? 

                                                      

8 Page 11 
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▪ What limits or guidelines will there be for the reasonableness of the ‘appropriate actions’ required 

by the Commissioner? 

2.6 Safe harbour – use of assets 

The consultation paper proposes a safe harbour of a formulaic calculation of a charge for the 

exclusive use of assets. This safe harbour would be available as an alternative to taxpayers who do 

not wish to go to the bother of benchmarking an arm’s length charge.  

On the basis that charges for the use of motor vehicles are readily available (which some may 

question, especially if one considers the range of rental charge available; eg, daily hire, long term hire 

or lease), the consultation paper proposed the following formula to calculate the value of the use of 

assets other than motor vehicles. 

 

𝐴 𝑥 𝐼𝑅

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
× 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 

Where: 

A = Value of asset at 30 June for the income year in which the asset was used. 

IR = benchmark interest rate plus 5 per cent uplift interest. 

Days used = days shareholder (or their associate) used or had the exclusive right to use the asset. 

Days in year = days in income year (i.e. 365 or 366). 

The value of the asset is its cost including any improvements made over the life of the asset.  

Valuations would be required every five years, with the value then reset to the higher of cost and 

market value. 

Importantly, the safe harbour calculates a charge per day the asset is used, so if an asset is only used 

for 15 days in a financial year, the days used element of the formula would only be 15. 

2.7 Period of review 

Many practitioners would be horrified to see that the consultation paper proposes a 14-year period of 

review for Div 7A tax liabilities. But it is there. 

The paper9 explains the rationale for this extended period of review in the following terms. 

                                                      

9 Page 12 
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Under the current law, some taxpayers attempt to manipulate their Division 7A position by claiming the period in which 

the Commissioner may amend the relevant tax return to account for a deemed dividend for their payment, loan or debt 

forgiveness has expired. 

… 

To improve integrity and ensure compliance with the new loan model, as well as the ability to self-correct, it is 

proposed that the period of review for Division 7A transactions be extended to cover 14 years after the end of the 

income year in which the loan, payment or debt forgiveness gave rise or would have given rise to a deemed dividend. 

This will apply from 1 July 2019. 

Numerically, the 14-year period can be seen to be the total of the 10-year new loan term and the 4-

year standard period of review. 
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3 Practical implications 

3.1 Example 1 – Pre-97 loan 

If the arrangements proposed in the consultation paper for pre-97 loans were to be implemented, the 

calculations below show how a $1,000,000 pre-97 loan balance would need to be repaid assuming 

that the interest rate remains unchanged. 

 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

pre-97 pre-97

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 n/a n/a

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$  

Difference

2020 Repayment required -           

Interest 5.2% 8.3% -           

Closing balance 1,000,000     1,000,000     

2021 Repayment required -           

Interest 5.2% 8.3% -           

Closing balance 1,000,000     1,000,000     

2022 Repayment required 183,000-        * 183,000-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 83,000          83,000     

Closing balance 1,000,000     900,000        

2023 Repayment required 174,700-        174,700-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 74,700          74,700     

Closing balance 1,000,000     800,000        

2024 Repayment required 166,400-        166,400-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 66,400          66,400     

Closing balance 1,000,000     700,000        

2025 Repayment required 158,100-        158,100-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 58,100          58,100     

Closing balance 1,000,000     600,000        

2026 Repayment required 149,800-        149,800-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 49,800          49,800     

Closing balance 1,000,000     500,000        

2027 Repayment required 141,500-        141,500-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 41,500          41,500     

Closing balance 1,000,000     400,000        

2028 Repayment required 133,200-        133,200-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 33,200          33,200     

Closing balance 1,000,000     300,000        

2029 Repayment required 124,900-        124,900-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 24,900          24,900     

Closing balance 1,000,000     200,000        

2030 Repayment required 116,600-        116,600-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 16,600          16,600     

Closing balance 1,000,000     100,000        

2031 Repayment required 108,300-        108,300-   

Interest 5.2% 8.3% 8,300            8,300       

Closing balance 1,000,000     -                

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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Although the principal repayments are constant amounts – the loan balance decreases each year by 

10% of the balance as at 30 June 2019 – the repayments required change each year as the interest 

component falls. 

Clearly, the repayment obligations each year will be higher than those which (don’t) apply under the 

current Div 7A rules. 

3.2 Example 2 – 25-year loan (8 years remaining) 

The calculations below show the effects of the proposals on a 25-year loan which had 8 years 

remaining as at 30 June 2019. 

 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 8 8

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 155,975-        176,001-        20,026-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 896,025        906,999        

2021 Repayment required 155,975-        176,001-        20,026-     

Interest 5.2% 46,593          8.3% 75,281           28,688     

Closing balance 786,643        806,279        

2022 Repayment required 155,975-        147,549-        * 8,426       

Interest 5.2% 40,905          8.3% 66,921           26,016     

Closing balance 671,573        725,651        

2023 Repayment required 155,975-        140,857-        15,118     

Interest 5.2% 34,922          8.3% 60,229           25,307     

Closing balance 550,520        645,023        

2024 Repayment required 155,975-        134,165-        21,810     

Interest 5.2% 28,627          8.3% 53,537           24,910     

Closing balance 423,172        564,395        

2025 Repayment required 155,975-        127,473-        28,502     

Interest 5.2% 22,005          8.3% 46,845           24,840     

Closing balance 289,202        483,767        

2026 Repayment required 155,975-        120,781-        35,195     

Interest 5.2% 15,039          8.3% 40,153           25,114     

Closing balance 148,265        403,139        

2027 Repayment required 155,975-        114,088-        41,886     

Interest 5.2% 7,710            8.3% 33,461           25,751     

Closing balance -                322,511        

2028 Repayment required -                107,396-        107,396-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 26,768           26,768     

Closing balance -                241,883        

2029 Repayment required -                100,704-        100,704-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 20,076           20,076     

Closing balance -                161,255        

2030 Repayment required -                94,012-           94,012-     

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 13,384           13,384     

Closing balance -                80,627           

2031 Repayment required -                87,320-           87,320-     

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 6,692             6,692       

Closing balance -                1-                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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It is important to note that the repayments required in FY21 and FY22 are higher under the proposed 

transitional arrangements because of the higher interest rate (8.3% v 5.2%) applied to the existing Div 

7A repayment formula. 

But then the situation reverses in FY22 up to and including FY27: total payments required in those 

years is lower under the proposed arrangements. 

The benefit of those apparently lower repayments, though, reverses from FY28 onwards as the term 

of the loan extends beyond that which would have applied under the existing Div 7A rules – a feature 

which some taxpayers may benefit from. 

3.3 Example 3 – 25-year loan (12 years remaining) 

Since taxpayers are effectively allowed 12 years from 30 June 2019 to repay existing 25-year 

complying loans, such loans which had 12 years of their term remaining as at 30 June 2019 will enjoy 

no change to their total term. This is illustrated in the following calculation where it can be seen that 

the loan balance is reduced to nil by 30 June 2031. 

The increased interest rate, though, increases costs in the first two years after 30 June 2019. Once 

the new repayment formula applies from 1 July 2021, however, the difference in repayments 

increases markedly. That difference gradually diminishes over time and eventually reverses in the last 

three years of the loan term. 
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Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 12 12

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 114,102-        134,765-        20,663-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 937,898        948,235        

2021 Repayment required 114,102-        134,765-        20,663-     

Interest 5.2% 48,771          8.3% 78,704           29,933     

Closing balance 872,567        892,174        

2022 Repayment required 114,102-        163,268-        * 49,166-     

Interest 5.2% 45,373          8.3% 74,050           28,677     

Closing balance 803,839        802,957        

2023 Repayment required 114,102-        155,863-        41,761-     

Interest 5.2% 41,800          8.3% 66,645           24,846     

Closing balance 731,537        713,740        

2024 Repayment required 114,102-        148,458-        34,356-     

Interest 5.2% 38,040          8.3% 59,240           21,200     

Closing balance 655,475        624,523        

2025 Repayment required 114,101-        141,053-        26,951-     

Interest 5.2% 34,085          8.3% 51,835           17,751     

Closing balance 575,458        535,306        

2026 Repayment required 114,101-        133,648-        19,546-     

Interest 5.2% 29,924          8.3% 44,430           14,507     

Closing balance 491,280        446,089        

2027 Repayment required 114,101-        126,243-        12,141-     

Interest 5.2% 25,547          8.3% 37,025           11,479     

Closing balance 402,725        356,872        

2028 Repayment required 114,101-        118,838-        4,736-       

Interest 5.2% 20,942          8.3% 29,620           8,679       

Closing balance 309,565        267,655        

2029 Repayment required 114,101-        111,433-        2,668       

Interest 5.2% 16,097          8.3% 22,215           6,118       

Closing balance 211,561        178,438        

2030 Repayment required 114,101-        104,028-        10,073     

Interest 5.2% 11,001          8.3% 14,810           3,809       

Closing balance 108,461        89,221           

2031 Repayment required 114,101-        96,623-           17,478     

Interest 5.2% 5,640            8.3% 7,405             1,765       

Closing balance -                4                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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3.4 Example 4 – 25-year loan (24 years remaining) 

Not surprisingly, an existing 25-year term loan which had 24 years remaining as at 30 June 2019 will 

have higher repayment requirements under the proposed rules, primarily due to the requirement to 

repay all of the principal over 12 years instead of 24. 

 

The calculation above shows that a loan as described would be fully repaid by 30 June 2031 under 

the proposed arrangements, yet would have had a balance of nearly $650k at that time under the 

current repayment regime assuming that interest rates remained constant. 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 24 24

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 73,887-          97,366-           23,478-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 978,113        985,634        

2021 Repayment required 73,887-          97,366-           23,478-     

Interest 5.2% 50,862          8.3% 81,808           30,946     

Closing balance 955,087        970,077        

2022 Repayment required 73,887-          177,524-        * 103,637-   

Interest 5.2% 49,665          8.3% 80,516           30,852     

Closing balance 930,864        873,069        

2023 Repayment required 73,887-          169,472-        95,585-     

Interest 5.2% 48,405          8.3% 72,465           24,060     

Closing balance 905,382        776,061        

2024 Repayment required 73,887-          161,421-        87,533-     

Interest 5.2% 47,080          8.3% 64,413           17,333     

Closing balance 878,575        679,053        

2025 Repayment required 73,887-          153,369-        79,482-     

Interest 5.2% 45,686          8.3% 56,361           10,675     

Closing balance 850,374        582,045        

2026 Repayment required 73,887-          145,317-        71,430-     

Interest 5.2% 44,219          8.3% 48,310           4,090       

Closing balance 820,706        485,037        

2027 Repayment required 73,887-          137,266-        63,378-     

Interest 5.2% 42,677          8.3% 40,258           2,419-       

Closing balance 789,495        388,029        

2028 Repayment required 73,887-          129,214-        55,327-     

Interest 5.2% 41,054          8.3% 32,206           8,847-       

Closing balance 756,661        291,021        

2029 Repayment required 73,887-          121,162-        47,275-     

Interest 5.2% 39,346          8.3% 24,155           15,192-     

Closing balance 722,120        194,013        

2030 Repayment required 73,887-          113,111-        39,224-     

Interest 5.2% 37,550          8.3% 16,103           21,447-     

Closing balance 685,783        97,005           

2031 Repayment required 73,887-          105,059-        31,172-     

Interest 5.2% 35,661          8.3% 8,051             27,609-     

Closing balance 647,556        3-                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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3.5 Example 5 – 7-year loan refinanced FY19 to 25 years 

This next example shows the effects if an existing 7-year loan were refinanced in FY19 to a 25-year 

term (with appropriate security, of course). 

 

Significantly, the borrower under the refinanced loan benefits from an additional five years in which to 

repay the loan if the transitional rules are implemented as currently proposed. 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

7 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 7 25

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 174,075-        96,091-           77,984     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 877,925        986,909        

2021 Repayment required 174,075-        96,091-           77,984     

Interest 5.2% 45,652          8.3% 81,913           36,261     

Closing balance 749,503        972,732        

2022 Repayment required 174,075-        178,010-        * 3,935-       

Interest 5.2% 38,974          8.3% 80,737           41,763     

Closing balance 614,403        875,459        

2023 Repayment required 174,075-        169,936-        4,138       

Interest 5.2% 31,949          8.3% 72,663           40,714     

Closing balance 472,277        778,186        

2024 Repayment required 174,074-        161,863-        12,212     

Interest 5.2% 24,558          8.3% 64,589           40,031     

Closing balance 322,761        680,913        

2025 Repayment required 174,075-        153,789-        20,286     

Interest 5.2% 16,784          8.3% 56,516           39,732     

Closing balance 165,470        583,640        

2026 Repayment required 174,074-        145,715-        28,359     

Interest 5.2% 8,604            8.3% 48,442           39,838     

Closing balance -                486,367        

2027 Repayment required -                137,642-        137,642-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 40,368           40,368     

Closing balance -                389,094        

2028 Repayment required -                129,568-        129,568-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 32,295           32,295     

Closing balance -                291,821        

2029 Repayment required -                121,494-        121,494-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 24,221           24,221     

Closing balance -                194,548        

2030 Repayment required -                113,421-        113,421-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 16,147           16,147     

Closing balance -                97,275           

2031 Repayment required -                105,347-        105,347-   

Interest 5.2% -                8.3% 8,074             8,074       

Closing balance -                2                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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Also, the borrower benefits from lower repayments until 30 June 2026. 

It would not be surprising if taxpayers who used the loan for tax deductible purposes were tempted to 

refinance their existing 7-year complying Div 7A loans in order to benefit from this extended 

repayment period if they had sufficient free equity available in their real estate to be used as security 

(and provided the necessary legal requirements could be implemented before 30 June 2019). 
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4 In practice 

The introduction of the proposed new rules will undoubtedly prompt the question ‘What will be best 

practice for financial arrangements under the new regime?’ 

It is trite to say that what is the ‘best’ practice for a taxpayer’s situation depends on their particular, 

individual circumstances. 

But it is so true! 

Consequently, the following suggestions may not necessarily be the best for a given client, but can be 

taken as an indication of the type of thing or things which might be considered. Nor is it suggested 

that they are the best – if you build a better mousetrap someone will build a better mouse! 

One of the significant factors to be taken into account when considering restructuring into a company 

is the lack of availability of the Div 115 general 50% CGT discount in the hands of a company. 

However, this disadvantage may be mitigated if the Labor Party’s proposed reduction of the CGT 

discount to 25% were to be implemented. To illustrate: 

Example 1 – long term effective tax 

rate 

Current 

rules: 

trust 

 

 

company 

Labor 

proposal: 

trust 

 

 

company 

Capital gain $100 $100 $100 $100 

- CGT discount (50) 0 (25) 0 

= Taxable net capital gain 50 100 75 100 

x Effective tax rate10 47% 47% 47% 47% 

= CGT payable 23.50 47.00 35.25 47.00 

Disadvantage of capital gain in a 

company 

 23.50  11.75 

 

As shown by the above calculations – which assume that the capital gain is distributed out of the 

company in the short term – the disadvantage of holding a capital appreciating asset in a company 

would drop from 23.5 cents in the dollar to 11.75 cents in the dollar if the Labor Party’s proposed 

reduction of the general CGT discount were to be implemented. 

                                                      

10 Assumes trust beneficiaries and individual shareholders of the company are on top marginal tax rate and that full franking 

credits are received. 
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The comparison is even more revealing if the capital gain were to be retained in the company: 

Example 2 – short term effective tax 

rate 

Current 

rules: 

trust 

 

 

company 

Labor 

proposal: 

trust 

 

 

company 

Capital gain $100 $100 $100 $100 

- CGT discount (50) 0 (25) 0 

= Taxable net capital gain 50 100 75 100 

x tax rate11 47% 30% 47% 30% 

= CGT payable 23.50 30.00 35.25 30.00 

Disadvantage/(advantage) of capital gain 

in a company 

 7.50  (5.25) 

 

As demonstrated, in the short term it can be more tax-efficient to hold capital appreciating assets in a 

company, even if that company were not a base rate taxpayer. Of course, the long term ‘top-up tax’ 

on the company’s retained earnings needs to be considered, especially if Labor wins the next election 

and implements its proposal to restrict the refundability of franking credits. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to address the potential application of Part IVA to any of the 

arrangements or structures described. 

4.1 Business structures 

Conventional wisdom has to date been that a business should be operated through a discretionary 

trust, with ‘excess’ or ‘retained’ profits being distributed to a corporate beneficiary and allowed to 

remain unpaid as a UPE. 

                                                      

11 Assumes trust beneficiaries are on top marginal tax rate and the company is not a base rate taxpayer. 
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The benefits of such a structure included: 

▪ Maximising access to the Div 115 CGT discount 

▪ Maximising access to the small business CGT (SBCGT) concessions available under Div 152 

▪ Allow for asset protection by minimising the net assets of the operating entity (which has the 

commercial exposures) 

▪ Maintaining income distribution flexibility 

If UPEs are to attract significant principal and interest repayment obligations after 1 July 2019, it may 

be desirable to restructure in a way which minimises the cash flow burden and the tax exposures of 

maintaining the current structure. 

4.1.1 Licensing 

It has been suggested numerous times that a way to manage Div 7A obligations might be to cause a 

business-owning trust to grant permission to a related company to operate that business in return for 

a fee which might be calculated as a percentage of profits. 

 

If successful, this arrangement would result in the operating company having the working capital 

requirements (which might be funded by retained earnings or a loan from a bucket company) and the 

trust retaining ownership of the goodwill and therefore the ability to pass through the benefit of the Div 

115 general CGT discount and the SBCGT concessions, if relevant. 

However, opinion is divided amongst practitioners about whether such ‘goodwill licensing’ is effective. 

Even the Commissioner appears to be in two minds about it: for contrasting examples see private 
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rulings 1012584574074 (where a licensing arrangement was respected) and 1012568806848 (where 

a licensing arrangement was treated as a disposal by the licensor). 

It is therefore highly recommended that a private binding ruling be obtained about any proposed 

licensing arrangement before it is implemented. 

4.1.2 Small Business CGT 

If it were not possible to licence the business goodwill to a new trading company, one might consider 

whether it is possible to sell the business and apply the SBCGT concession to shelter any resulting 

gain from tax. 

 

Theoretically, a capital gain of $4m could readily be sheltered from tax, especially if the significant 

individuals behind the business were over 55. 

At the end of the process, the new trading company would own all the relevant assets and operate the 

business. It would also owe to the trust the unpaid part of the purchase price of the business, enabling 

that much of future cash flow to be extracted from the new trading company effectively tax free or 

used to refinance an existing UPE with company-to-company debt which does not attract Div 7A 

obligations. 

The following example illustrates. 

Assume that the balance sheet of Business Trust, a discretionary trust, consists of: 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Debtors 

Stock 

Plant & equipment 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 

Overdraft 

Creditors 

UPE – Corporate Beneficiary 

Loans – family 

0.5 

1.5 

3.5 

0.5 

 6.0  6.0 

Further assume that the business goodwill is valued at $4m. 
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Business Trust sells its business assets, including goodwill, to Trading Co for $10m. Assume that the 

market value of the debtors, stock and plant & equipment equals their carrying values. Trading Co 

assumes Business Trust’s liabilities to its creditors and takes out its own bank overdraft for $0.5m. 

The balance of the purchase price is financed by vendor finance. 

Immediately after the sale, the balance sheets of Business Trust and Trading Co would appear thus: 

Business Trust 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Receivable from Trading Co 8.0 UPE – Corporate Beneficiary 

Loans – family 

UPE – individuals 

3.5 

0.5 

4.012 

 8.0  8.0 

 

Trading Co 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Debtors 

Stock 

Plant & equipment 

Purchased goodwill 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 

4.0 

Overdraft 

Creditors 

Amount owed to Business 

Trust 

0.5 

1.5 

8.0 

 10.0  10.0 

 

Next, Business Trust assigns to Corporate Beneficiary $3.5m of the amount receivable by it from 

Trading Co. Following this assignment, the balance sheets of Business Trust and Trading Co would 

appear thus: 

  

                                                      

12 This amount represents the book profit on sale of Business Trust’s goodwill which this example assumes is distributed to 

Business Trust’s two significant individuals. Assume that the capital gain on sale of that goodwill is entirely sheltered from tax 

by the SBCGT concessions. 
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Business Trust 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Receivable from Trading Co 4.5 Loans – family 

UPE – individuals 

0.5 

4.013 

 4.5  4.5 

 

Trading Co 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Debtors 

Stock 

Plant & equipment 

Purchased goodwill 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 

4.0 

Overdraft 

Creditors 

Amount owed to Business 

Trust 

Loan – Corporate Beneficiary 

0.5 

1.5 

4.5 

 

3.5 

 10.0  10.0 

 

In this way, the UPE formerly owed by Business Trust to Corporate Beneficiary (which would have 

been subject to annual principal and interest payments if the arrangements proposed in the 

consultation paper were to be implemented) is replaced by a company-to-company loan between 

Trading Co and Corporate Beneficiary which would not be subject to Div 7A obligations pursuant to 

s 109K. 

Further, Trading Co would be able to accumulate its future earnings and use them to fund repayment 

of the amount owed to Business Trust for the purchase of the business. Those amounts could then be 

applied by Business Trust to pay or repay the amounts owed to the individuals. 

Of course, the client would effectively be forgoing future access to the Div 115 general CGT discount 

upon a future sale of the business, but Trading Co would at least have a cost base for the goodwill of 

$4.0m 

                                                      

13 This amount represents the book profit on sale of Business Trust’s goodwill which this example assumes is distributed to 

Business Trust’s two significant individuals. 
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4.1.3 Small Business Restructure Rollover 

Alternatively, one might consider whether it is possible to restructure the business using the small 

business restructure rollover in subdivision 328-G to shelter any resulting gain from tax. This might 

involve the trading trust selling its business to a company, perhaps in part or total satisfaction of the 

company’s UPE. 

Assuming that you could successfully satisfy all the relevant criteria – especially the problematic 

maintenance of ultimate economic ownership requirement in s 328-430(1)(c) – you might be able to 

achieve a similar result to that available if the SBCGT concessions were applied as described above, 

but with greater certainty about the tax treatment of trading stock and depreciating assets.14 

Indeed, Example 8 in LCR 2016/315 covers a situation including transfer of a trust’s business to its 

corporate beneficiary in circumstances potentially covered by the SBRR. 

Example 7: Extraction of wealth from the business assets 

Facts 

60. Peterson Pauper is a successful business that has been operating through a trust (the Peterson Trust) since its 

commencement. 

61. Each year, the trustee of the Peterson Trust has made its corporate beneficiary, Peterson Pty Ltd, presently 

entitled to the income of the Peterson Trust. 

62. However, none of Peterson Pty Ltd's entitlements have been paid. Instead, the associated funds relating to the 

unpaid present entitlements (UPEs) have been retained for use in the Peterson Trust. 

63. Patricia, the controller of the group, causes the Peterson Trust to satisfy Peterson Pty Ltd's UPEs with the transfer 

of its active assets to Peterson Pty Ltd. It is assumed that the ultimate economic ownership requirement is satisfied. In 

effect, the business is transferred to Peterson Pty Ltd, and the SBRR is claimed. 

64. Peterson Pty Ltd in turn transfers those active assets to a newly established trust, the Patricia Family Trust, and 

the SBRR is claimed again. The Patricia Family Trust subsequently seeks to dispose of those assets, and transfer any 

related proceeds to Patricia as a capital distribution…. 

Example 8: Variation on Example 7 - 'genuine restructure of an ongoing business' 

Facts 

71. Altering the facts from Example 7, Patricia instead causes the Peterson Trust to transfer all the active assets of 

the business to Peterson Pty Ltd in satisfaction of the UPEs, and continues carrying on the business in the company 

without further asset transfers. 

                                                      

14 Notably, s 328-450 ‘switches off’ other income tax provisions such as s 70-100 (trading stock disposed of outside the ordinary 

course of business) and s 40-285 (balancing adjustments for depreciating assets) which might otherwise produce an amount of 

assessable income if the market value of trading stock or depreciating assets were higher than their carrying value for tax 

purposes. 
15 Law Companion Ruling 2016/3: Small Business Restructure Roll-over: genuine restructure of an ongoing business and 

related matters. 
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72. Immediately after the transfer, the trustee winds up the Peterson Trust, and the SBRR is claimed. 

Relevant considerations 

73. The restructure results in a new legal structure that does not replicate the original structure. It changes the way in 

which assets used in Patricia's ongoing business are held. 

74. The reduction in compliance costs derived by simplifying the business structure relieves the administrative burden 

of tracking all the UPEs on foot. 

75. The available evidence indicates that the restructure is not directed at eliminating impending tax liabilities or 

extracting accumulated profits for personal consumption. 

Conclusion 

76. This variation delivers a benefit to Patricia in respect of the ongoing efficient conduct of her business. The 

restructure is not a preliminary step to facilitate the realisation of assets and Patricia has been relieved of the 

administrative and compliance burden involved in running the business through the original structure to focus on 

improving the business operations. This restructure satisfies the 'genuine restructure of an ongoing business' 

condition. 

Although Example 8 concludes that the transfer did satisfy the ‘genuine restructure’ requirement in 

s 328-430(1)(a), it does not conclude that the restructure was eligible for the SBRR. All the other 

conditions for eligibility would need to be satisfied; it is especially noted that paragraph 63 states an 

assumption that the ultimate economic ownership requirement was satisfied. 

Importantly, the SBRR is available to a small business entity. The turnover threshold for eligibility is 

therefore $10m rather than $2m for the SBCGT concessions. 

For businesses with turnover below $2m it may be possible to choose whether to apply the SBRR or 

the SBCGT concessions to a transfer of a business to a new company, but with the additional 

eligibility criteria for the SBRR to be available16 one might question why it would be chosen in 

preference to the SBCGT. 

4.1.4 122-A rollover 

Whether or not the SBRR or SBCGT concessions were available, taxpayers may choose to apply the 

CGT rollover available under subdivision 122-A as a further alternative. 

So how might that work? 

Using the same facts as above, assume that the balance sheet of Business Trust, a discretionary 

trust, consists of: 

  

                                                      

16 A detailed examination of all the eligibility criteria is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Business Trust 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Debtors 

Stock 

Plant & equipment 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 

Overdraft 

Creditors 

UPE – Corporate Beneficiary 

Loans – family 

0.5 

1.5 

3.5 

0.5 

 6.0  6.0 

 

Further assume that the business goodwill is valued at $4m and that the market value of the stock 

and plant & equipment equals its carrying value (which is the same for both book and tax purposes). 

Business Trust sells its business assets, including goodwill, to its wholly-owned subsidiary, Trading 

Co, for $10m. Trading Co assumes Business Trust’s liabilities to its creditors and Corporate 

Beneficiary and takes out its own bank overdraft for $0.5m. The balance of the purchase price is 

financed by vendor finance. 

Immediately after the sale, the balance sheets of Business Trust and Trading Co would appear thus: 

Business Trust 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Shares in Trading Co 4.5 Loans – family 

UPE – individuals 

0.5 

4.017 

 4.5  4.5 

 

  

                                                      

17 This amount represents the book profit on sale of Business Trust’s goodwill which this example assumes is distributed to 

Business Trust’s two significant individuals. Assume that the capital gain on sale of that goodwill is entirely sheltered from tax 

by the SBCGT concessions. 
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Trading Co 

Debits $’m Credits $’m 

Debtors 

Stock 

Plant & equipment 

Purchased goodwill 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 

4.0 

Overdraft 

Creditors 

Loan – Corporate Beneficiary 

Share capital 

0.5 

1.5 

3.5 

4.5 

 10.0  10.0 

 

Following this restructure: 

▪ Trading Co owes to Corporate Beneficiary the $3.5m formerly owed by Business Trust. The 

Div 7A exception for company-to-company loans in s 109K is applied. 

▪ Trading Co carries on the business and is able to accumulate retained earnings without the 

complications of managing UPEs and interest thereon. 

▪ Trading Co assumes Business Trust’s CGT cost base for the goodwill, meaning that on Day 1, 

Trading Co would have an unrealised or deferred tax liability on the unrealised taxable gain on 

that asset. The above example balance sheet does not include that deferred tax liability. 

▪ Applying the subdiv 122-A rollover ‘restarts’ the SBCGT 15-year time period for disposals under 

subdivision 152-B. 

▪ A future sale of the business (in contrast to a sale of the shares in Trading co) will be less tax 

efficient because of the absence of the Div 115 general 50% CGT discount to Trading Co. The 

effect of the plans announced by the Labor Party to reduce the CGT discount would mitigate this 

potentially significant disadvantage. 

▪ Business Trust’s UPE to Corporate Beneficiary is satisfied in full, so there are no ongoing Div 7A 

obligations of Business Trust in relation to it. 

4.2 Investment structures 

If you are faced with a discretionary trust with various investments funded by a UPE owed to a 

company, how do you satisfy that UPE and/or minimise Div 7A obligations in the future? 

The simplest way is to transfer assets from the trust to the corporate beneficiary in discharge of the 

UPE and thereafter to invest in the company’s name. Whether this is appropriate or desirable will 

depend – unsurprisingly – on the factors like: 

▪ Whether transferring assets to the corporate beneficiary will realise any capital gains 
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▪ Whether the assets to be transferred are likely to produce capital gains in the future and, if so, to 

what extent 

▪ Whether transaction costs such as stamp duty would apply to the transfer 

▪ Whether the assets are sufficiently divisible so that a portion only could be transferred if that were 

desired 

However, once the funds are in the corporate beneficiary, they might only be extracted for use outside 

it as complying loans or taxable dividends, subject to the comments below. 

4.2.1 Unit trusts 

A situation in which UPE management can be problematic is where units in a property-owning unit 

trust are owned by one or more discretionary trusts with UPEs in turn owing to a corporate 

beneficiary. 

 

If the property-owning unit trust did not have sufficient liquidity to pay its annual distributions by 

lodgement day, deemed dividends could arise in the hands of the unit trust under subdivision EA. 

4.2.2 Capitalised distributions 

To address this situation, it might be considered whether the unit trust could ‘pay’ its annual 

distributions to its unit holders in the form of fully paid units rather than in cash. In other words, to 

capitalise the annual distributions so that there is no UPE owed at any time by the unit trust to its unit 

holders. 

But how might that arrangement be attacked by the Commissioner? 

Firstly – and the easiest way – is to examine whether the units so issued were issued at market value. 

Only if and to the extent that the units were issued at market value will s 109J be available to prevent 

the payment being treated as a deemed dividend.  
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But it is noted that s 109J(a) only applies where the payment “discharges an obligation of the [unit 

holder] to pay money” to the unit trust. That, then, raises questions such as: 

▪ What obligation was there?  

▪ Is that obligation something arising as a result of an action by the unit holder; eg, a choice to 

subscribe for new units?  

▪ Would the fact that the obligation arose as a result of that choice or action by the unit holder 

somehow jeopardise the availability of the s 109J protection? 

Such questions have prompted some to suggest that an absence of action or choice by the unit 

holder might be needed to remove that uncertainty. Perhaps a way of doing so is if the unit trust deed 

were drafted such that all distributions were to be automatically reinvested – that is, the trustee by 

default pays the annual distributions by allocation of units – so that there was no positive action seen 

to be taken by the investor. In the absence of such positive action, it would be much more difficult for 

the Commissioner to identify a ‘payment’ made. 

Regrettably, the position is far from certain and anecdotal evidence shows that the Commissioner is 

attacking such reinvestment arrangements. 

The reach of Taxation Determination TD 2018/13 also needs to be considered, especially if the 

Commissioner’s opinion that s 109T could apply where an intermediate transaction was an ‘ordinary 

business’ transaction (eg, a unit subscription) were ultimately to be upheld by the courts. See, for 

example, Example 3 in TD 2018/13: 

Example 3  

21. Private Company D has a significant distributable surplus including accumulated profits of $100,000.  

22. The H Family Trust is the sole shareholder of Private Company D.  

23. Mrs H is the sole director of Private Company D and is also the trustee of the H Family Trust.  

24. Mrs H is also a beneficiary of the H Family Trust and is the trustee of the H Unit Trust.  

25. Private Company D subscribes for two units in the H Unit Trust and pays $50,000 for each unit. The H Unit Trust 

uses those funds to make an interest-free loan of $100,000 to Mrs H.  

26. Mrs H does not repay the loan made by the H Unit Trust by Private Company D’s lodgment day for the year of 

income and it is not put on section 109N complying terms. 

About this Example, the Commissioner says he considers that a reasonable person would conclude 

that the unit subscription was part of an arrangement involving a loan from the H Unit Trust to Mrs H. 

As a result, the Commissioner concludes that s 109T would apply to deem the loan to Mrs H to be 

subject to Div 7A. 
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4.2.3 Company subscribes for units in hybrid trust 

But how might you finance the acquisition of a new asset? Could you use the corporate beneficiary to 

invest capital in a hybrid trust and divert the capital gains to beneficiaries eligible for the CGT 

discount? Private ruling authorisation number 1051421289148 issued on 4 September 2018 implies 

this might be possible although the Commissioner specifically declined in that PBR to rule on whether 

Part IVA might apply to the arrangement. 

The relevant facts and circumstances were described in that PBR as follows: 

Relevant facts and circumstances 

You as nominee signed a contract of sale dated xx May 20xx to acquire real property (the Property). 

The property was purchased for $xx. 10% was paid as a deposit on purchase, and the balance is due to be paid at 

settlement. 

The property is intended to be held as a long-term investment for the rental yield. The property will be leased to an 

unrelated third party or parties. 

You will nominate xx Pty Ltd as trustee for the xx Unit trust (the unit trust) as the purchaser of the property. 

The unit trust will acquire the property and investors will then purchase units in the unit trust. 

The unitholders’ subscription funds for the units (the subscription amount) will be used to finance primarily, or entirely, 

the purchase of the property and its associated costs. 

There are two classes of units that can be purchased in the unit trust, ordinary units and A Class units: 

* Ordinary units entitle the unitholder to income (if and to the extent that there is no A Class units on issue) and 

capital, and have voting rights – approximately 10% of the total subscription amount. 

* A Class units entitle the unitholder to a share of the net income of the unit trust in each financial year in proportion to 

the respective unit holdings – approximately 90% of the total subscription amount. 

The arrangement involves five proposed participants: Two companies (A Class Unitholders) and three discretionary 

trusts (Ordinary Unitholders). 

As is evident from the above facts: 

▪ Corporates provide 90% of the equity funding for the unit trust 

▪ Corporates hold A class units which entitle them to a share of the income of the trust to the 

exclusion of the Ordinary units 

▪ The A class units may only be issued, redeemed, etc for fair value as determined by an 

independent person 

▪ The Ordinary units are held by discretionary trusts and have rights to income distributions 

provided there are no A class units on issue as well as capital and voting rights 

▪ Holders of Ordinary units provide 10% of the equity funding for the unit trust 
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According to this PBR, the Commissioner answers the questions posed as follows: 

Question Answer 

1. Will the subscription for A Class units by the 

Companies occasion a “payment” for the 

purposes of section 109C of the ITAA 1936? 

No, the subscription amounts paid for acquiring 

A Class units by the companies is not a 

payment for the purposes of section 109C of the 

ITAA 1936. 

2. Will the subscription for A Class units by the 

Companies be a “loan” for the purposes of 

section 109D of the ITAA 1936? 

No, the subscription amounts paid for acquiring 

A Class units by the companies is not a loan for 

the purposes of section 109D of the ITAA 1936. 

3. Will the subscription for A Class units by the 

Companies occasion any other deemed 

dividend pursuant to Division 7A of the ITAA 

1936? 

No, Division 7A will not apply to the subscription 

for A Class units by the companies. 

4. Will Part IVA apply to the Arrangement? We decline to rule on this issue. 

 

Apart from the response to Question 4, the PBR is very favourable to the taxpayers and would seem 

to provide the recipient of the ruling enormous comfort that Div 7A would not apply even though the 

vast majority of the funding for the property acquisition by the unit trust comes from company funds, 

yet possible future capital gains may be diverted through the Ordinary units via discretionary trusts to 

beneficiaries who might either or both have capital losses and/or be entitled to the Div 115 general 

CGT discount. 

The absence of a ruling about the application of Part IVA is concerning, though, and anyone 

considering implementing a similar arrangement would be well advised to seek their own private 

ruling. 

4.3 Non-income-producing (private) assets 

The consultation paper includes the following example of how the proposed ‘safe harbour’ for the 

private use of assets would work. 

Example: 

Sesame Pty Ltd owns a yacht valued at $1,200,000. Bert invites his friends Ernie and Oscar to spend the day on the 

yacht one Sunday every month. Bert has no right to use the yacht at any other time during the income year. The 

benchmark interest rate for the income year is 8.5 per cent. Therefore, the interest rate used in the formula is 13.5 per 

cent. 

The charge is calculated as follows: 
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$1,200,000×((13.5%)/365)=$443.84 per day 

The yacht was used for 12 days over the income year. Therefore, the deemed dividend calculated according to the 

safe harbour formula is $5,326. 

It is important to note that this example has assumed that Bert had “no right to use the yacht at any 

other time during the income year.” As stated in the consultation paper, “the charge is based on actual 

number of days used by the shareholder (or their associate), unless the shareholder (or their 

associate) have the exclusive right to use the asset at other times” (emphasis added). If the 

yacht owned by Sesame were actually available for use by Bert at any time he chose – as may be 

expected if Bert were the only ultimate controller or owner of Sesame – the safe harbour formula 

might instead produce:  

365 x $443.84/day = $162,001.60. 

In order to fund $162,002 from after-tax earnings, Bert would need to earn $305,66018 and have paid 

$305,660 - $162,002 = $143,658 of income tax. 

Alternatively, in order to fund $162,002 from after-tax earnings on fully franked dividends, Bert would 

need to pay these amounts of top-up tax: 

▪ On dividends fully franked at 30% - $39,343 

▪ On dividends fully franked at 27.5% - $43,572  

 

If Sesame had no assets other than the yacht, those are the amounts of top-up tax that Bert would 

need to fund out of other sources. 

Alternatively, grossing up the dividend to cover the top-up tax would require: 

                                                      

18 $162,002/(100-47%) = $305,660 (assuming Bert was on the top marginal tax rate) 

Use of assets safe harbour tax calculations

'Value' of asset 1,200,000$ 

Days used/available 365              

Days in year 365              

Benchmark interest rate 8.5%

Safe harbour interest rate 13.5%

Safe harbour charge 443.84$      per day

162,002$    per year

Top-up tax calculation

Cash dividend 162,000.00$    162,000.00$    

Franking rate 30.0% 27.5%

Franking credit 69,428.57$       61,448.28$       

Taxable dividend 231,428.57$    223,448.28$    

Tax on taxable dividend 47.0% 108,771.43$    105,020.69$    

minus franking credit 69,428.57-$       61,448.28-$       

Top-up tax 24.29% 39,342.86$       26.90% 43,572.41$       
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▪ On dividends fully franked at 30% - $51,963 on a $213,965 dividend 

▪ On dividends fully franked at 27.5% - $59,605 on a $221,607 dividend 

 

These are the amounts required annually to cover the safe harbour charge. 

But what if Bert were to take out the full value of the yacht as a dividend and pay the top up tax? 

Would that produce a better financial outcome? 

The top-up tax on a $1,200,000 dividend would be either $291,429 at 30% or $322,759 at 27.5%: 

 

Although the top-up tax on the full value of the yacht are higher than the ongoing safe harbour 

charges, paying the higher amount once will cost less in the long term if Bert’s opportunity cost of the 

tax funds is below $39,343 / $291,429 = 13.5%pa (which happens to equal the interest rate implicit in 

the safe harbour formula). 

In contrast, the $5,326 safe harbour charge calculated in the consultation paper’s example represents 

only a 1.8% return on a $291,429 investment, so Bert’s opportunity cost of taking the yacht out of 

Sesame in those circumstances is likely to be higher than leaving it in place and paying the annual 

safe harbour charge. 

Use of assets safe harbour tax calculations

'Value' of asset 1,200,000$ 

Days used/available 365              

Days in year 365              

Benchmark interest rate 8.5%

Safe harbour interest rate 13.5%

Safe harbour charge 443.84$      per day

162,002$    per year

Top-up tax calculation

Cash dividend 213,964.91$ 221,606.51$ 

Franking rate 30.0% 27.5%

Franking credit 91,699.25$   84,057.64$   

Taxable dividend 305,664.15$ 305,664.15$ 

Tax on taxable dividend 47.0% 143,662.15$ 143,662.15$ 

minus franking credit 91,699.25-$   84,057.64-$   

Top-up tax 24.29% 51,962.91$   26.90% 59,604.51$   

Cash dividend net of top-up tax 162,002.00$ 162,002.00$ 

Top-up tax calculation

Cash dividend 1,200,000.00$ 1,200,000.00$ 

Franking rate 30.0% 27.5%

Franking credit 514,285.71$    455,172.41$    

Taxable dividend 1,714,285.71$ 1,655,172.41$ 

Tax on taxable dividend 47.0% 805,714.29$    777,931.03$    

minus franking credit 514,285.71-$    455,172.41-$    

Top-up tax 24.29% 291,428.57$    26.90% 322,758.62$    
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If the rules were to be implemented as proposed, a cost/benefit analysis like the above would be 

needed where there are private-use assets held in corporate structures, as well as a careful analysis 

of whether there is a non-exclusive right to use the asset in question. 
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5 Current issues and threats 

5.1 Cash flow, cash flow, cash flow! 

Many of the changes proposed in the consultation paper have the effect of bringing forward Div 7A 

payment or repayment obligations, which will flow on into bringing forward top-up tax liabilities in 

many cases. 

This will especially be true for those taxpayers who might have funded the purchase of an illiquid 

asset such as real estate using a 25-year Div 7A loan and who would find themselves needing to 

repay that loan in only 12 years from 30 June 2019 if the currently proposed changes were to be 

implemented. The example from under heading 3.4 is especially illustrative: 

 

Loan transitional rules Existing Proposed

25 year 25 year

Remaining term at 30 June 2019 24 24

Balance at 30 June 2019 1,000,000$  1,000,000$   

Difference

2020 Repayment required 73,887-          97,366-           23,478-     

Interest 5.2% 52,000          8.3% 83,000           31,000     

Closing balance 978,113        985,634        

2021 Repayment required 73,887-          97,366-           23,478-     

Interest 5.2% 50,862          8.3% 81,808           30,946     

Closing balance 955,087        970,077        

2022 Repayment required 73,887-          177,524-        * 103,637-   

Interest 5.2% 49,665          8.3% 80,516           30,852     

Closing balance 930,864        873,069        

2023 Repayment required 73,887-          169,472-        95,585-     

Interest 5.2% 48,405          8.3% 72,465           24,060     

Closing balance 905,382        776,061        

2024 Repayment required 73,887-          161,421-        87,533-     

Interest 5.2% 47,080          8.3% 64,413           17,333     

Closing balance 878,575        679,053        

2025 Repayment required 73,887-          153,369-        79,482-     

Interest 5.2% 45,686          8.3% 56,361           10,675     

Closing balance 850,374        582,045        

2026 Repayment required 73,887-          145,317-        71,430-     

Interest 5.2% 44,219          8.3% 48,310           4,090       

Closing balance 820,706        485,037        

2027 Repayment required 73,887-          137,266-        63,378-     

Interest 5.2% 42,677          8.3% 40,258           2,419-       

Closing balance 789,495        388,029        

2028 Repayment required 73,887-          129,214-        55,327-     

Interest 5.2% 41,054          8.3% 32,206           8,847-       

Closing balance 756,661        291,021        

2029 Repayment required 73,887-          121,162-        47,275-     

Interest 5.2% 39,346          8.3% 24,155           15,192-     

Closing balance 722,120        194,013        

2030 Repayment required 73,887-          113,111-        39,224-     

Interest 5.2% 37,550          8.3% 16,103           21,447-     

Closing balance 685,783        97,005           

2031 Repayment required 73,887-          105,059-        31,172-     

Interest 5.2% 35,661          8.3% 8,051             27,609-     

Closing balance 647,556        3-                    

* NB: pre-97 and 25 year loans taken to be financial accommodation on 30/6/2021.

 First repayments on new 10-year terms FY22.
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Payments required are significantly higher in each of the years up to and including FY2031, so 

taxpayers and their advisers will need to plan ahead to deal with them. 

Similarly to the cost/benefit analysis that will be required for private-use assets, the financial efficiency 

of debit loans on which the interest is not deductible to the borrower will need to be evaluated. 

5.2 Distributable surplus removal 

If, despite the many submissions made recommending against the removal of the s 109Y distributable 

surplus limit, that proposal were to proceed, there will be a significant threat arising in relation to in-

house finance companies and asset-owning companies funded by share capital or loans. 

Loans from in-house finance companies (which may typically have low share capital and operate at 

break even) would need to be put on the new 10-year complying terms in order to avoid triggering 

Div 7A obligations in the borrower’s hands even though there was no mischief in the form of 

accessing funds represented by a private company’s retained earnings. 

Similarly, Div 7A obligations could arise in relation to companies entirely funded by share capital or 

loans from individuals if those companies hold assets that were used privately by shareholders or 

their associates. Even though there would be no mischief evident in the private use of such an asset 

(as it would not represent accessing either profits on which the company has paid tax or on value 

accreted or accumulated in the company), the absence of the s 109Y distributable surplus limit would 

impose a requirement for a safe harbour charge for the private use if Div 7A obligations were to be 

avoided. 

5.3 Self-correction v s109RB 

With the proposed introduction of the favourable self-correction mechanism from 1 July 2019, 

taxpayers and their advisers may be considering how best to address historical mistakes or omissions 

– especially whether to wait until after 1 July to go under the new rules and self-correct, or take a risk 

and ask for the Commissioner’s exercise of discretion under s 109RB. 

Discussions with Treasury reveal that their current expectation is that the new self-correction 

mechanism will only be available in respect of mistakes or omissions happening from 1 July 

2019.  

If the proposed self-correction mechanism were only available in that way, taxpayers will only be able 

to use the existing s 109RB process to address mistakes or omissions that happened before then. 

Less risk-averse taxpayers may even take the higher risk of detection and try to wait out their s 170 

amendment period. 

5.4 Transitional rules for pre-97 loans and pre-09 UPEs 

Although there is a clear statement in the consultation paper that pre-97 loans should be made 

subject to Div 7A repayment obligations, there is no such position put in relation to pre-09 UPEs. 
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But there is little logic to including one without the other. 

If pre-09 UPEs were to be made subject to Div 7A in a similar way to pre-97 loans, taxpayers and 

their advisers would need to consider carefully and plan for the cash flow requirements if repayments 

over the proposed 2 + 10 year period were to be legislated, especially if those pre-09 UPEs were 

used to fund illiquid assets that are not readily divisible such as real estate. 

For example, a discretionary trust may have funded a property acquisition through a UPE owed to a 

corporate beneficiary. If there were insufficient rent received to pay the interest plus 10% principal 

amount each year, there could be a Div 7A deemed dividend triggered in the hands of the trust. 

A knee-jerk reaction might be to simply transfer the property to the company in satisfaction of the 

UPE. But would that be the best action to take if transferring the property caused: 

▪ A significant capital gain to be realised? 

▪ Stamp duty liability on the value of the property? 

▪ A breach of bank borrowing covenants? 

▪ A need to refinance borrowings in the company’s name? 

▪ A need to split ownership of the asset if only part of its value were supported by the UPE? 

Treasury officials have said19 they are open to proposals about how to alleviate the ‘pain’ of the 

transitional provisions, so those transitional provisions as described in the consultation paper are yet 

subject to change. 

5.5 Deferral again? 

At the time of writing this paper (late February 2019) we are only about five weeks out from the 

Federal Budget and only about two and a half months out from the Federal Election. 

Treasury have carriage of the Div 7A changes, but the Revenue Group is also responsible for the 

various analyses and work required to support much of the Budget process. With limited resources, 

they may struggle to progress the Div 7A changes before the election. 

And then there’s the politicians who may have priorities in the short term other than dealing with 

Div 7A amendments! 

All the above comes together to lead me to expect that the proposed start date of 1 July 2019 might 

get deferred for another year, just as it was in 2018. 

In the meantime, it is understood that the Commissioner is considering how administratively he might 

deal with the situation. Readers might remember that the Practical Compliance Guideline about UPEs 

maturing in FY18, PCG 2017/13, was extended to cover those maturing in FY19. 

                                                      

19 See, for example, Discussion Question 2.a in the consultation paper. 
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5.6 “The usual” 

Besides the issues and threats arising from the proposals contained in the consultation paper, the 

usual range of Div 7A ‘nasties’ continue on: 

▪ Ignorance or deliberate neglect – there are many practitioners who discover Div 7A issues 

when they pick up a new client, often caused by either simple ignorance of how the Div 7A rules 

work or, at worst, deliberate disregard of them. 

▪ Loans on ‘commercial terms’ – it needs to be remembered that it is very difficult to convince the 

Commissioner that loans made by the likes of an in-house finance company are on ‘arm’s length 

terms’ such that they meet the requirements of s 109M, even if the loans are on-lent on terms 

mirroring those on which the funding was provided by a bank. See, for example, PBR 

1051393595251 dealing with amounts lent to an associated property-owning unit trust. 

▪ UPEs and subdivisions EA and EB – as described in my paper20 presented at the Private 

Business Tax Retreat in 2016, converting a corporate beneficiary’s UPE to a complying loan 

under s 109N by the company’s next following financial year (ie, applying Option 0) leaves debit 

loans in the trust exposed to Div 7A. 

▪ S 109T interposed entity rules – as indicated in TD 2018/13, the Commissioner is applying 

s 109T more and more widely; some might even say far beyond what it was originally intended to 

cover. Even in the absence of the Commissioner’s more aggressive stance on this provision, 

many practitioners seem to be unaware of the scope of its potential application. 

 

                                                      

20 ‘Cleaning up the Div 7A loans and UPE mess’ presented at TTI’s 2016 Private Business Tax Retreat 
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6 Conclusion 

Putting a positive spin on it, if implemented in a well-considered way, the impending changes to 

Div 7A offer a terrific opportunity to streamline and simplify one of the most problematic sets of 

provisions for taxpayers, advisers and the Commissioner alike. 

Indeed, putting all UPEs on complying loan terms would make subdivisions EA and EB redundant! 

Whilst there will be significant financial pain to be felt from the bringing forward of repayments and 

top-up tax liabilities – which I do not mean to downplay, by any means – there may be something to 

look forward to if the changes are implemented sensibly. 
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